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i stuff fistfuls of leaves in my ears, all deadfleshed and numb, imagine they seize control
of the tempestuous headspace that traps me
dried veins blacken my vision, transitory lines that
once carried life now drained by desperate October s
sudden chill, trying to alleviate the premature nostalgia
i cannot shake knowing someday everything will be new
stop breaking your own heart, i'm
crying, but only in the verbal way of
course (someone snuck into my room
stole my tears while i slept) now i can't
remember the last time i cried and now after
the rainstorm the naked trees sway drying in the
wind and now there are no leaves left to fall

JPLDA APAM©

THI HAIg®®[g
On December seventh, 1941,
on a very sad day in history,
a woman was deemed champion
of an autograph-collecting contest,
and was left alone to celebrate.
She had 105 signatures!
But 2,403 Americans were killed,
none of whom signed her
autograph book,
so no one cared.
On December seventh, 1941,
on a very sad day in history,
Jane Richards, an insignificant woman,
continued to be insignificant,
and was left alone.

QMLY
I thought there's only
40 ants left
in the world
but it turns out
that's the Manchurian Leopard
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Embossed inlaid linoleum
was introduced in 1926,
likely causing the
Great Depression,
because the timing
would make sense.
It was an epoch of
financial shouldn't haves
and wouldn't haves.
Linoleum tile is made
of ground cork dust,
among other things.
The cork collectors,
a reputable job
of the period,
carried their findings to
coffee bean-grinding facilities,
which allowed, at times,
the grinding of corks
instead of coffee beans,
but then the motors broke!
All pre-ground coffee beans
remained whole!

Cork collectors,
for all their hard work
(bless their souls),
depended on coffee,
and therefore,
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invested in personal
coffee grinders,
thinking only,
"Shouldn't have;
wouldn't have,"
if the people
just didn't need
embossed inlaid linoleum,
which they would surely
look at and think,
"Shouldn't have;
wouldn't have."

Cy(^D©iDTT D
I used to be so
curious about the skin
between my thumb
and my forefinger
especially on my right hand.
I am no longer.

ajlO@ilTY OD
There is a sculpture
of a thumb somewhere
that looks just
like my thumb
but wrinkly
& very large
& bronze.

JULIIT iHLLOlN) WARBIN

TlrOi yiALTy
When Laycock County Health Inspector Nancy Dowager
had first found a slab of meat riddled with No. 4 buckshot
during a random checkup, she'd flagged her report for imme
diate review. Now she was on her second round of inspec
tions and had found five more similarly afflicted shipments;
unfortunately, the buckshot wasn't the most unusual thing
about them.
"What did you say this was?" she repeated, putting the
metal pellet down on the tray and picking up her clipboard.
"Beef chuck," said Johnny Phillips, sweating underneath
his hairnet despite the fact that the refrigerated train car
was kept at 38°F (as opposed to the 36°F measured by the
thermometer on the door, a dangerous deviance which
Nancy had noted in the "additional comments" section of her
checklist).
"It doesn't look like beef chuck to me," she said, prodding
the slab with one finger. It swung thickly on its hook. An
other metal pellet oozed out and clanged against the floor.
Phillips shrugged.
"Where did this train start? Texas?"
"Kansas."
Nancy looked up sharply. "There are no cows left in Kan
sas."
"No nothing left in Kansas. The meat came in on a differ
ent line. I have the transfer papers, it's been refrigerated the
whole way at the right temperature, 1 swear."
"Let me see those papers." Phillips produced them and
Nancy snatched them out of his hand, turning the pages over
and scanning for the stamps that would prove their legality.
She found them, but the ink was the wrong shade of blue.
When she looked up, Phillips was watching her.
"It's all legal," he said. "Swear on my own right eye."
"1 don't think I can let this pass, Mr. Phillips," Nancy told
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him. "I have a whole host of problems with this shipment,
not least of which is the fact that neither of us can reliably
identify the nature of the meat. Like I said, it doesn't look like
beef chuck to me."
"Look, Ms. Dowager, I'm just trying to do my job here.
People are going hungry. This train has to get through or they
don't eat."
Nancy frowned and pulled a sharp breath through her
nose, the cold air nearly making her sneeze. She knew Phil
lips's papers were counterfeit. Presenting them to her was an
offense punishable with six years hard labor in the Dakotas.
She also knew that he did it for a reason. The countrywide
famine had hit the Mojave harder than everywhere else and
people were starving without food to eat or the resources to
move somewhere greener.
She passed the counterfeit documents back to Johnny.
"I need you to start wearing a hairnet over your beard," she
told him, ducking out of the train car. He followed, seeming
stunned. "And fix your thermometer. I'll have to write you
up if it's still broken the next time I see you." He nodded, and
tucked the transport papers into his coat. Nancy watched him
close the door of the refrigerated car. "Have a good day, Mr.
Phillips."
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When I asked how and when it was
that you fell out of love with me,
you thrust autumn in my general direction
and called it a day.
In the morning, the village wreckage
casted shadows over the long grass,
beer cans crumpled in confusion,
a stain where there was none before.
I didn't find myself there,
but someone else did.
Which is good.
1 am accounted for.
The daylight makes everything a matter of course.
Autumn is nothing if not an unbecoming,
and lately I've taken to asking my friends
what it is that they are so afraid of.
But to speak of water is to be silent.
The horse, however, spooked at everything,
and the other spooked at him spooking,
and so the four of us ended up in a cornfield,
chests heaving, crow barking,
wind stirring. We never figured out
what it was that scared him.
Elizabeth thinks it was a butterfly.
As for myself, I have tired of guessing.
In the morning, the day was full of possibilities.

18

And now?
In the evening, we're all singing a quieter song.

I am scared of loneliness,
and my loneliness is scared of you.

I agree with you that not everything has to be a burning,
but when I asked you for a story,
you said "disengage."

What once was is what is now.
I said, "What about autumn?"
and you said,
"What about it?"

OCAYIHIEKIIMI
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greetings from the house i have.
no updates about the problems.
but it was really nice to spend time with
all of the awful things that happened,
now that i have changed in some major ways,
and the friends i have matter again,
even if i don't know them very well.
the ocean, nice dogs, this little coffee shop. pie.
we all roamed for a while and eventually found
the other kid also eating alone.
in conclusion, i love a lot. i don't know why.
i've been thinking a lot about what the hell it all means.
i was thinking about things i love.
there is no reason for any of you people to love me like you
do,
but you do it anyways,
you are loving.
you are loved.

n
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HAS F©®TreOINIT§, LiABOM© AWAY
the snow,

which is embarrassed

in revealing them to me—
but not at fault,
on the day without you,
in this evening.

the orange glow of the street lamps
kissing my bedroom curtains. 1 don't know
why it takes me by surprise,
but it does—suddenly a jacket,
suddenly somewhere else.

doors opening and closing again—
this is the most beloved of all my problems:
the way the wind blows.
the way I'm not blown back.
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In 7th grade, I am the highest scorer at the middle school
math meet. My teacher tells me I have a brain for numbers. I
beam the whole bus ride back.
In 10th grade, I fail a chemistry quiz. I ask for help after class.
Numbers mixed with letters trip me up. The teacher tells me
not to worry since I am "more of an artsy kid anyways, right?"
At age 16,1 have kissed 0 boys. Ella tells me I should show off
a bit more as she reaches down the back of my turtleneck to
check a tag. "You a 34D, Jesus, wear something low-cut for
once."
At age 17,1 flunk a physics test. I go to a tutor. At the end of
the first session, he asks me what I want to do with my life. I
shrug. "You should consider engineering; you got the brain
for it." I laugh. "No, I'm serious."
Senior year of high school and my brain runs on arbitrary
numbers: break 2000, stay above a 3.5, 29 is not good
enough, they say you're a 6 but a 7 on a good day.
New Year's Eve 2016 I'm at a party. The boys play a game that
involves points. Shotgun 2 beers in a row: 5 points. Take 3
tequila shots with no salt: 10 points. I find their score sheet.
I find my friend reduced to a number, Ella: 15 points. She is
already upstairs with John.
1st kiss? October 10, 2012. GPA? 3.81. 1st time? Debatable.
Let's say a few days after Thanksgiving. Birthday, social securi
ty number, height, weight, income? Hey now, I know about
identity theft.

1*5

I am 19 years and 364 days old. We have been dating 13
months. He leaves me in a 15-minute phone call.
1 am 20 years and 0 days old. I have to take my 1st math test
since high school. 2 days later, the teacher says there is 1 per
fect score in the class. I get the paper back. At the top: 100.
My lucky number is 14. It's the day I was born. And if 7 is
lucky, 14 is twice as lucky. But besides 14,1 am afraid of
numbers.

SAMANTHA eyLii^f
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I will give my unborn sister
a name and call her hunger
empty myself into her absence
the way God empties himself into
a homeless child's bowl of soup:
This is an apology
for every dog I've ever starved, the ones
that I've fought away from my food.
I hold their small hearts in my mouth like soup.
I offer them a girl I've wanted to love so badly
but wasn't alive enough for me to do so.
Today would've been her third birthday
and 1 am homeless, again.
I pray to be
the God of Dogs,
to be soup enough to feed
all the hounds in this city.
So they come to me hungry
so that they howl her name.

gBANDONLii eetyz

THE M®®M WAS MiVEH A
FHOiW© ©F MDIMi
Short Fiction Contest Winner

The transformation varied month to month. Sometimes
Collin would be gone a few hours. Sometimes a few nights.
Sometimes longer than that that, but those months were rare.
Those tended to be the coldest months, when it was too bitter
to leave their little house on the edge of town for anything
more than groceries. It was the time of year when when they
could have drunk out of too-large mugs next to their space
heater. Instead, the house was too cold and too large for one
person, no matter the number of thick blankets and light
ly-used stuffed animals she surrounded herself with.
Sarah had learned to make a home in the silence of his
absence, to further hollow it out and use the space to rest and
cook and breathe. She sketched and played with her wedding
ring and paid the bills and wondered when he would return,
and when the wondering turned to worrying, she busied
herself some other way. Sometimes she'd check up on her
brother Luke, but she usually turned back to cooking. She'd
make something that involved a lot of time and energy and
butter-folding because they could never have enough food in
the house.
She cooked four different casseroles that all involved to
matoes, eggs, and spinach. They would work through each of
them when Collin came home. She timed each one perfectly,
waiting until they were bubbling and fully cooked, but she
couldn't help but calculate the number of hours he'd been
gone. Twenty-four. Thirty-six. Ninety-eight. One hundred
and seventeen.
When he came home, she was nibbling one of the edges
that had gotten too brown in the oven.
His eyes were large and the kind of baby blue usually found

in nurseries, but they were unable to focus on one thing. They
bounced from the overused sofa to the alphabet fridge mag
nets to her perch at the edge of the kitchen counter.
"Bad?" she ventured. Her fork drooped back into the casse
role, the clump of slightly-burnt egg forgotten.
He didn't move from his place by the door. His hair was
wild, the buttons on his shirt were misaligned, and he was
breathing so heavily that his shoulders rose and fell with each
puff of air.
Before she could stop herself, she was in his arms again. It
was moments like this when she realized just how small she
was compared to him, when she could barely reach her arms
all the way around his chest. After a moment of nothing, he
finally brought one hand up to her back and the other to her
head, barely touching her.
"I shouldn't have—" He gasped for breath.
"Shhh," she insisted. He had only been like this one other
time, the first time he'd killed a rabbit. He'd only been gone
forty hours then. "It's okay now."
She would discover later that he had smeared blood in her
hair and along the hem of her shirt. She cut both off and kept
going.

m
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A man stands at the end of a hallway,
a shaft of basement sun light illuminates his
cherry-pink chest.
I drink tea the color of his shirt.
Pink, like Barbie blood.
Boiling.

PIOMA ILLSWORTH
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On a bright August morning when I was eleven years old, my guppy
fish floated gently to the surface of the water, stone-cold dead. When I
found him, 1 sat by the tank and cried, first for the loss of my fish and then
at the guilt of crying more for a fish than I had at the deaths of people.
In an unusual attempt at comfort, my mother held out an X-Acto
knife and asked if I wanted to find out what he looked like on the inside.
I wavered but, bored of my own misery and somewhat curious about the
nature of fish guts, I agreed.
Together, we scooped him out of the water and onto a towel. His
body was clear save for one yellow stripe, so he turned the color of the
towel and practically disappeared into its folds. We carefully carried him
outside and laid the towel out on the grass. The sunlight dried his corpse
out and made him look stiff and, for the first time, clearly dead, like a
see-through sardine left alone on a plate. My mother helped me make an
incision at the top of his head. We worked silently and with the concen
tration of surgeons in an operating room. Slowly, I sliced down the ridge
of his spine to his tail, and peeled his body apart into perfect halves.
For a while, we stared in silence at the strange and somewhat awful
thing we had done. My mother asked if I wanted to take him apart and
see the individual pieces. Figuring I had gone this far and could go
further, I agreed. We pulled tiny oigans out of his body like a gooey game
of pick-up sticks, and laid them out in front of us. Finally, I extracted
his spinal cord and held it up to the light, turning it over and resisting a
temptation to snap it in half. From the range of small grayish-red lumps
laid out in front of me, I chose the one I thought most likely to be his
heart and moved it away from the others, trying to imagine what it would
look like beating.
When we had examined each piece, we put him back together as pre
cisely as possible and folded him up. I dug a shallow grave in the woods
and earned him to it, gently laying him down in the middle. As I kicked
dirt into the hole and watched him disappear, I wondered why 1 loved a
fish more for having held its dead heart between my fingers.

LINNiA FiLPMAM IMQ§©N
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Cats' hearts beat almost twice as fast as humans' hearts. Turns
out, there's a mathematical correlation between heartbeats and
size: the smaller the animal, the faster the heartbeat. I wonder
how fast my cat Harriet's heart was beating right before she died.
Dad texted me the news: "Harriet was hit by a car. We've laid her
to rest in the asparagus patch. Your mom is visibly saddened."
They say a mother should never have to bury her child, which
is why we buried Harriet for her mom, Midnight, the oldest cat
we'd ever owned. After that, Midnight always seemed hungry.
Her teeth had all fallen out by then, so we fed her wet food
out of a can, as if we were as fancy as the family in our town
who lived in the mansion with four Christmas trees. She'd eat
the room-temperature food, then alternately glare at her bowl
and then us, asking for more food, better food. Every day, she
silently scolded us for giving her half an off-brand can of Ocean
Whitefish and Tuna that looked and smelled the same (wet,
ambiguously meaty) as the Turkey with Gravy Dinner, while we
ate plates full of warm lasagna or shrimp scampi. I supposed the
hunger was just her way of manifesting grief. Everyone process
es loss differently.
When my mom's mom lost her husband and then her sister in
the span of two years, she stopped eating well because there was
no reason to cook anymore. Instead she started going to Burger
King. So rather than finding useless trinkets or kitchen gadgets,
we give her Burger King and Bob Evans gift cards for Christmas.
I always hope she won't use the gift cards, though, because she
should eat healthier. She should probably eat more asparagus.
It's supposed to be good for your heart. Too much of it is bad
for cats, though.Something about alkaline content and their uri
nary tracts. Half a can of Ocean Whitefish and Tuna is probably
better. Less work for us, too.
Mom used to talk about how she had to help harvest the as-

paragus her family grew in the backyard when she was younger.
"It sucked," she said, and 1 pictured her fourteen-year-old self
outside^every Saturday — rain, wind, or sunshine — kneeling
in the dirt and sawing through sinewy asparagus bottoms, her
knife vibrating in response to the tension.
They say cats are more sensitive to vibrations than humans, so
I wonder why Harriet didn't feel the car coming, why no dead
cats seem to have felt cars coming, or if they did and they just
didn't move out of the way quickly enough.
I imagine my mom moved quickly to finish cutting the aspar
agus so she could go play, face red and heart pounding as she ran
the full basket of stalks back to my grandmother, who apparent
ly used to eat asparagus.
I looked up "How to grow asparagus," to see if harvesting was
actually as hard as my mom made it sound. Instead, I found in
an almanac that asparagus patches should have good drainage
because asparagus "does not like to have its feet 'wet.'" Harriet
didn't like to have her feet wet either. Maybe the safe part of the
road was wet that day.
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Transitions Qontest Winner
Outside my window, the plastic-spigotted sprinkler turns
itself off and on, off and on, crying chemically-treated tears
into fresh sod as I sleep.
I wake up wrapped in sheets I bought two weeks ago at
a wholesale furniture store, the heat stuck wet to my bare
legs like a soft, sleeping animal, like it trusts me, like it's my
animal, a pink-bellied and panting thing to feed.
1 used to find myself like that, younger, in summer, coated
in glossy sweat and twisted up in a quilt edge to edge across
my grandmother's bed. I could hear the quiet rustling of
fabric over my sister s restless body as the AC switched off, its
warm throated voice disappearing behind the quiet.
What followed was quick, visceral, something like a night
terror or fever dream, early morning pouring itself through
the two box skylights at my panic, my hands grappling for the
edge of bedcovers to unstick and fling from my body, my feet
sticking and unsticking themselves with each step against the
hardwood floor, scratching the fleshy pads of my heels against
the runner on the stairway, ducking into the piano room, the
powder room, across the cold kitchen tile, half-in then halfout of the laundry, wet and sweet smelling, back the direction
1 had come, sweat mixing with salt over the soft hollows of
my cheekbones, and then running out the side door, brush
ing the hair from my eyes, catching my breath, catching the
pulse of her absence in my throat in one quick and thought
less sweep as I found her there, waiting in housecoat and
flip-flops, water hose pointed at the camellia bushes groomed
high against the fence for shade.
I am not looking for her now. I pull myself away from the
air's hot breath, unwrap the sheets from my body as if I was
bandaged by something in the night.
They cut back the trees at the edge of this place to make
room for grass that doesn't belong here. They have tamed it
to no longer feel wild up my knees, to nest butterflies on its

petal-padded fingertips, to grow itself into whatever whole
ness it could. There was a narrow-cut path around its muddy
bed, twisting into spruce groves, deeper woods, and back
around to its furthest point kissing the bare edge of her yard.
I imagine it as the freer thing it was, green and stretching
indefinitely across fields now decorated with brown-yarded
housing developments.
I imagine how the light once unfolded as a sheet in twos,
fours, eights across its longest boundaries, spilling invincibly
onto the driveway, and across the street over dewy skinned
girls. I remember their boy bodies browning in inflatable lawn
chairs the color of jello, a hose coiled green and serpentine
around bundled towels and pitchers of iced tea. I remember
it slithering tiredly across lackluster grass to the spigot against
the house. I can feel the way the heat licked over their arms,
resting its yellow eyes on them, tucking itself beside the sheen
of wet nylon. I can feel the tender sting of their scalps, matted
cinnamon curls spread out across the ground or clumped in
knots over the bones of their shoulders. I imagine the emp
tiness there and the land stretching itself out under us for an
infinity of miles.
The split-shushing sound of the spraying water reminds
me of how my feet felt running in the dry dirt to find her. The
light still moves across the house, heartbreakingly slow.

HANNAH HEROIN

H©W T® DOLL A W®LF
Nihilism lurks in the shadows with breath
like old age and mustard gas, calling
You will believe in me one day —
the day you believe in nothing.
I laugh in the face of the monster
as only a child can
and retort:
"The day you kidnap and eat me,
I will tear a hole in your stomach
and climb back out."
This is the logic that defies logic,
and the only logic that works.

NATALII OCiLLiK
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Phantom limb R,
The ghost of lagging,
and other fallen soldiers
fade dutifully
while Mahabaratha is branded atop
the bones of discarded letters.
Eraser smears
like expressionist paint strokes
blur my already hazy thoughts
on Indian battle epics.
Only a single mark
has escaped the rampage.
A parenthesis,
barring finality on a Monday afternoon.

VAHIMI KUBBA

/hax rasmant,' herasmant/
Kenyon College Student Handbook, Secton J

a'rasa

Kenyon aspires to:
worth and dignity
experiences of absolute rejection
bigotry
universal harassment
a'rasa victim:
the autopsy of violation
lipstick flares undecided
and light
and light
and Financial District
it is three in the morning
tap out a ride home
and/or
Harrassment of identity,
expression prohibited and
policy pursuant to policy principle.
a' rasa victim:
or her permeation
permutations of a story I can
not hear
I cannot listen
cannot animal any
more dead dogs
my subconscious iteration of
her truth
truth, fiction, and victimization
Communication
-the sustenance of scholarsincurs responsibilities by choosing to belong.
Members of the community retain
and exercise
and sweat

m

besides
abuse of policy comes as no surprise
but it's just hard
because I was
because you were
What is human consequence?
402 Sanborn St.

Harassment will be tolerated.
67 phone calls
Harassment is appropriate and civil.
20,000 messages

545 Buteo Dr.

Humiliate students who experience harassment.
Tolerate harassment.
survive victim

Harassment is:
survival
intended to stigmatize identity
intrinsic to identity
contempt for identity
intrinsic to identity.
this is Ruth and Steve
please don't
Ella
any more
or police

ILILA LilTMAN ©IX@I*9
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Streetcorner Philosophers knobs grind into the bench. He taps
I with his can, taps 1 tells me about Samuel death five weeks previ
ous. Streetcorner Philosopher's sweatpants bunched cotton tufts
in his testicular zone. I won't looking for bad news, just trying to
catch the sunset over Meliana Lake before political jab capture my
transistor again. He sat side ONO's Pizza House, Cadillac recendy
resigned, and told Pop to run for mayor of Greensville, what him
so politically involved and such. Black Regina nodded agreement.
My Greensville ain't none that typical people. Streetcorner Phi
losophers run this town since forty years previous I birth and he
tends to run until the same after today.
Mr. Philosopher ask I would be voting on board games come
November. I favorite the woman, natural, but most people skeptic.
Streetcorner Philosopher offers drive me in his curtained van
to my polling station, but I listen him I'll walk. 1 walk most place.
We pass him and continue direct Meliana beachfront, past mili
tary police base and an wire barb coils that rolled off their holster
and into thesand-carved road.
Last week, Streetcorner Philosopher still sat on his bench,
fucked himself tight into the armrest and let his extras hang
through to the side, leaving the rest of the bench an uncomfort
able invitation for conversers. His cigarillos perched lip and told
me that day too that Samuel death, four weeks previous. That was
when the Cadillac was still park. His radio show discussed the
entrepreneurship of love, frequent making reference to Samuel
and his Katharine.
The week before that, I night walk. Black Regina have gone to
doctor for syphilis and chlamydia she contracted back at gang
rape in falL She been too scared to go for fear of dying. That day,
I caught her on the front, spilling her mother's love over a dryrot
dead tree solarized alien. She been there all day. That the first time
I ever seen a black sunburned and look like the water when you
stand diagonal to it. Like you see the liquid on top but the solid all
broken beneath. Now, Samuel three weeks ceased and she can't

m

have any more baby.
The week after Samuel die, Katharine shout from her occupa
tion tell Streetcomer Philosopher stop tell everyone what wrong
with the world because that there was not an damn thing he do
fix it while sun vomit night on the horizon. The she announceshe
move to Texas to live with Sister Louisa, her truth sister and not
a sister of Christ Black Regina told her she miss her and Samuel
both but maybe most all her Meatlovers and then Katharine flat
calls her a Negro Honey Cunt and throw a ball of moldy pizza
dough at her from the window of her house.
I was out the day Samuel die again with my transistor but
everyone say the radio turned air 3:47 AM. All the neighbors
with "1 -800-PRE-NANT We Can Help!" signs and bumper
stickers and pamphlets and shirts crowded around and rehashed
the preacher from That one Church in Crown Pointe's sermon
about death of lover one, remove scripture from scripturepockets.
Streetcomer Philosopher never stop cane pacing at storefront,
Meatlover s slice marinated in Samel cigarettes, squish shut be
tween gum and dencher until silence shatter. Women with signs
and bumper stickers and pamphlets and shirts immediate hushed
up and hear Katharine how about Black Regina fucking cancer
into his lungs.
My pop pull into our drive strip, home from Flora-Bama
Lounge, whence he partied me into eighteen with Long Island
Iced Tea stirred picklcpointer. He don't know Samuel death five
minutes before, so he invite men to Pandoras Strip and tell me I
come, since adult now. I tell 1 ain't run with men at four-past-Jesus,
he yell me hush my gotdamn mouth, rush up to Rita, wash my
hair.
But I wrestle him back into car, shift reverse, step gas. He was
leave park in gravel strip when he hit Katharine, holdingshrivel
dead Samuel over the dumpster like old Meatlover s.
I never told Streetcomer Philosopher what saw Katharine do
Samuel that night.
Samuel no funeral. Katharine delivered eighteen my favorite
pizza to our door three days later, what my birthday and such.
Half pineapple, half olive, broccoli evcrywhence, heavy on the
special sauce.
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Brown bodies often get confused
with mines nowadays, and
when you told me you were
scared you'd get caught in
the explosion, I didn't
blame you.
This heart resembles
a grenade and when it
bounced off the
walls in my chest
when we moved like
heat waves on the
bed, I think we both
feared for our lives.
II.

I always felt dangerous
in my skin and when you
told me you found the color
of it to look more like cinnamon
than mud, you decided that
our shades of dangerous would
look even more beautiful
together.
We both taped our
gun-powdered torsos
shut with each other's

X/

skin so that if we were
to go out in flames—
at least we'd destruct
together.
III.
I've learned that
my body is a prayer
and not an explosion.
IV.
You treated it
like a bomb threat—
handled it tentatively,
tip-toed around me
as if you wanted
to set me off
because you
mistakenly thought
that self-destruction
is a hue of
beautiful
rather than
a hue of
tragedy.
V.
You should've
held my name
in your mouth
like a prayer.

Not a bomb threat.
You should've
treated my body
as if you were
tasting a slice
of divinity,
not treading
across a minefield.
VI.
This brown body is
not an explosion;
it is light and honey—
all things heaven
wants to
die into.

HANNAH MOAM
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In the autumn
when the knot of chastity unfolds
our friendly neighborhood maidenhead was blushing a queer
flaxen shade
and I was climbing him.
Ignorant as I was that your two houses
(dioecious you)
were yours and mine,
neighbor.

m
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Amalgamation (n.)
The blend of colors that arises each time
We intertwine
Your silent ways juxtaposed with my overly obvious affec
tion—
A splattered canvas that looks good up close and afar
The type you didn't mind
Listening to me babble about.
Catalyst (n.)
That party. That song.
That hour in the parking lot.
Moments and instances that made me feel like
We were actually on the brink of something special.
Entropy (n.)
Its the way you live your life—
Organized chaos.
The last-minute perfection,
The frantic editing you trusted me to do.
Of course there's room for you, you promised.
A mess I was more than willing to partake in.
Thinking you were a concept I understood,
I placed these words into the context of you
Hoping to make some sense of it all.
But I was wrong and
It didn't work.
OSAilLILA W0@JAiaH§
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The concrete splits as the weather changes
like your chapped lips when you were a child.
In the winter months, smiling cracked
your eggshell mouth, so you learned
to bury those feelings, thinking
your voice was too small
to ask for chapstick.
Your hands, thin and papery, were always
getting stuck in doors and windows.
You thought pain was a punishment
for something, so you kept a tally
of stubbed toes and sore throats,
hoping to make sense of the patterns.
You used to imagine that your life
was like a chocolate orange,
a gift from a forgotten relative.
Too big to put in your pocket,
but small enough to understand, unwrapping
its shiny foil each night before bed
to hold a piece of its diminishing existence
on your tongue.
Feeding the flowerpots in your bedroom
fruit loops and baking soda
to keep them alive forever,
you were strangely absent.
Even when their petals drooped,
you told yourself you could turn back time
by taking apart your velcro wristwatch.
Sidewalks remind you how much you have grown.

48

You have accepted the way things splinter,
suffering for no reason at all.
You can smile when it snows, but
you still find yourself taking walks
to look down at potholes—
at the memories you share.

MOLLli ©'LEAKY
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"Waiter, I'll take another Venus on the half shell."
That briny goddess
you can conjure with a snap of your fingers
like the way she rose from just foam,
no womb, only sea—
**
Slurping, you ask about me,
so one day you will be able to snap
your fingers and I'll appear—
a Botticelli painting, covering myself
with my impossibly long hair.
The constant buzz of chatter—
dinner-speak. The language
of consumption. I feel as if
I am sitting on a plate, poised.
You take your after-dinner coffee strong,
so it makes your sweat, unfolding
a damp map of dead ends on your shirt.
I stare at your collar, too tight, like pursed lips.
We sip our coffee
across a graveyard of shucked shells,
cracked open like mouths
without common words to speak,
constantly emptying.
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it's a thursday when he finally
lets the river in,
opening the door to see
the air outside running
blue and thick like a good song or
how a mother walks away.
all the water comes through
without stopping to wipe its feet or
make any feet to wipe from,
the current blurs its lips
over his body, pronouncing,
in a slur and all at once,
his whole name without a sound.
the river swells upstairs
and starts on its slow ruining, filling
every breath and gap
with its one long heart.
once the house has lost all vacancy,
the only word it can remember
is "hold."
and so it does.
the boy, we can call him
our boy now,
stands in the middle of his name,
which is rushing cold across him—
making his eyes close and his legs
waver a little, just like
all good names should do.
a crayfish crosses his foot,
its name is jennifer.

45

once nothing is empty anymore,
all the water starts to leave, inhaling back
across the carpet, this is easy, this is how
a river works:
a touch on every surface
and then an exit that comes
with fish inside its speed.
on its way out, it says,
"I knew lungs like yours once,
I poured into them until they brimmed
and watched while their person
undid themselves without breaking a single bone or
making a sound any louder
than my spine cracking on the ocean."
our boy knows not to say
anything back, understanding
that talking to rivers while inside their stomachs
usually means repeating
old stories of how chests became canteens.

"1 will let you stay empty today,"
one length of tributary tells him while
running a finger of algae across his knuckles,
"all live bodies are hollow and
all filled things are too busy
to let something like a boy
breathe inside them for very long.
anyway,
thank you
for the hospitality."

4S

and then our boy is fine,
his body still crowded with
all the empty it needs and
yes, he is cold and yes, this house
is the farthest it's ever been from fire,
but our boy is fine because
this is how a river works: all its hands
there and gone in seconds,
just its fingerprints from nowhere
left behind on his arms
as cold and stippled as
a phone number smudged across napkin.

CLAIRE ©LIS®INI
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Coras sitting on the toilet seat, leaning forward. My hands
always shake—I've never been any good at this. I press and
raise the mascara brush minutely over her eyelashes, trying to
forget how bad my handwriting is and hoping it won't carry
over. It's hard tatell if Cora's looking at me or past me, maybe
trying to lean out far enough to catch sips of herself in the
mirror. She might have already seen herself and know that I'm
ruining this. She might be thinking about how she'll wash her
face when I step out so she can redo the mascara herself. I rest
my wrist on her temple to steady the tremors in my fingers.
The brush slopes a little smoother, drawing out a dark, jagged
length I'm hoping she's hoping for.
She opens her left hand and flits her eyes down to the palm
so I can see it too, the lovely moon of dark green eyeshadow,
which is new and unbroken and so easy to look at.
"Thanks," she replies to my silence as 1 take the container
and push the lid open. There's no brush, so I go in with my
thumb, careful not to make a crack or dent the circle, nav
igating the sanded surface like some other-planetary rover
collecting samples of soil. It's so small, all these movements,
the tiny, pencil-wide muscles in my fingers that I'm trying to
use precisely, the night, the bathroom, the space between us,
and the reason we're dressing up. It's all so small.
"This okay?" I ask, raising my thumb parallel to the tiled
floor so Cora can see the cloud-shaped gathering of pigment.
Yeah, she affirms, closing her eyes. Another small place
begins to build its body, the world's gathering and dissolv
ing in the air between finger and eyelid, the sound from the
kitchen, the glasses and drinks and the people all standing
and breathing and even saying things every once in a while.
Most of the words from beyond the bathroom door come in
smudged and unintelligible, swatches of voices and intentions
with no English left inside them. Just colors. My thumb glides
lightly over Coras left lid, sweeping and fading the exclama-
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tion of green until it melts into skin and belongs to her. My
thumb revisits the moon of eyeshadow before landing on her
right lid and making its best attempt at symmetry. The petals
of skin twitch, purpled in places with their biologies, and her
pupils behind them, building flashes out of the touch.
"It's not great," I tell her as she blinks her eyes open. She
leans and looks over my shoulder where the mirror explains
what I've done and how it looks from across the apartment
bathroom, with this light and this evening swimming over her
skin. She comes back to center.
"Don't ever lie to me ever again, I look fantastic," she smiles,
and I laugh a little because there is at least enough room for
that. "Will you let me do yours?" she asks, prying open the
bag at her side to look at all the colors she can put eyes into.
"Sure," I manage, and then she's standing and I am get
ting up from my knees and sitting down on the closed toilet
while she bends over to get a gentle, used pink from her bag.
This one is called "conch" and has memories of other fingers
streaked across it. The cake is concave in the middle like a
lens or someone's chest exhaling. The container is clicked
open and I close my eyes quickly, trying to look ready. From
the kitchen, the sound of someone falling hits our ears. She
pauses, I keep my eyes closed, and then there's more laughing,
which means nothing bad can happen tonight and that this
place is still safe and that no one here has any one hope for
the next few hours besides getting to have their bodies rhyme
with their names while they dance, or at least, to try to. I hear
her start again and feel the slight pressure of a finger. A second
one comes onto my left eye at the same time.
"Ambidextrous?" I ask, and this is funny somehow, so she
gets to laugh again and I do too. No one actually answers. It
wasn't a real question so much as a reason to say something
else to her while 1 couldn't see. 1 sit in the black of my closed
eyes while the the pink dust glides over me. From inside this
dark, the pigment is much more a belief than a reality, a reli
gion I'll get to boil down to fact in the mirror.
"I'm very talented," she explains, pulling her hands back

and getting off of the floor. She turns to the counter and
moves over, making space for me to join her. We both look. I
look at my eyes and then hers and then I look inside my eyes
and then inside hers.
"It's nice," I say, "thanks." I look at our hands. My thumb,
still blurred with the green, is a synonym to her eyelids like
my eyes are to both of her index fingers. Outside, a glass
breaks, but someone laughs again, and the shards rebound out
of threat and back into some small casualty of this weekend.
It's weird to leave. It's weird to wash my hands until they're
just skin and do not have any colors that the rest of my body
doesn't already carry. But I do it and she does it and we
abandon the bathroom and the mirror forgets us and what we
looked like, our images slipping off its one rectangle of shortterm memory like water down the side of a bottle. I turn the
lights off and close the door, and we go into the kitchen where
people have already started to bleed out towards the dances
and lights and the inevitable crush of music that folds the air
with sound and sweat until it's more tissue-papered than time.
Bottles are left behind and the laughing starts to drift out of
earshot like a spilled drink sinking into carpet.
All at once, we don't go. Cora doesn't take the door when
it's held open for us and I don't step in front of her when she
lets it close. All at once, we spend four hours in front of no
one else but ourselves. No one sees what we look like, the
ways and places we worked to make it seem like we were each
just one person, the clothes and lengths of leg and seconds
of lips we built to graze the skin of attempted loveliness. We
start picking up bottles and guessing who kissed what. The
time we spent getting ready goes nowhere, growing pointless
and heavy in the air. The glass someone dropped still sits
broken and dangerous near the sink. It's still funny, she's still
ambidextrous, we still look nice. I set my feet bare on the floor
and lean forward from my seat, as if her fingers were on my
eyes again. We don't tip into sleep or dancing, we go towards
nowhere and arrive very quickly. I balance in the apartment,
the minute, the sounds which still cut in from the street— my
hands shaking only a little, so maybe I'm getting better.
50
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/ / the Myth of Sisyphus Translated to Javascript

r

This story has been poured from one language into the next for at least a dozen
centuries.So I figured a transfer intoJavascript, a language rippling with inorganic
muscles, might be worth while.
After all, every reading is a translation.

7
//so here's our hero
var sisyphus = {
name: "Sisyphus",
profession: "King of Corinth (retired)",
hobbies: "Involuntary body-building, cheating Death himself, kayaking",
strength: 15,
push: function(thingToPush) {
return this.strcngth - thingToPush;

}
};
// this is the biggest boulder that Hades had lying around
var boulder = 14;
// and this is the hill that Sisy needs to get the boulder to the top of
// its height is equal to Belphegor's prime (turns out Hades is a huge numbers
nerd)
var hill = UX)0000000(K)(X1666000(K)000000001;
// we'll use this to see how far he's managed to push the boulder up the hill
var progress = 0;
while (progress < hill) {
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// now let's watch Sisy at work
progress = progress + sisyphus.push(boulder);
if (progress == hill) {
// of course you can guess what happens as soon as he gets done
boulder = 0;

}
}

r

After finishing this translation, I ran it.
But my computer was too smart to run it.
It recognized the infinite loop and froze,
Its metaphorical arms flailing in the air.
Javascript's technological muscle can conjure
Whole galaxies of bytes and pixels in nanoseconds.
But it can't move Sisyphus' boulder even once.
It appears that the ability to work on an unfinishable task
Belongs only to humans.

7
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Lonely, God created the universe in one big desperate bang.
When the stars weren't good company, he made animals.
But the animals said only "moo" or "meow."
So God created humanity to be articulate.
Not articulate enough, man invented art.
To unlonelify our poor God.
It s doing Him wonders.
Every piece helps.
Make one.
Please.
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inspired by Ragnar Kjartansson's The Visitors
We began by exiting.
We agreed
to stand in the dark
and hope.
Myself and

the girl who cupped
her hands around the
piano man's face and
swayed with him

the boy who reached
to the sky and cast
his shadow,
a mover of planets

the girl who danced
her fingertips
along invisible keys,
gentle curiosity

the girl like an angel
humming songs,
even to stones

the girl playing
an accordion of stars,
releasing explosions

the boy lying in bed
whispering to me the truths
of the lyrebird

the boy who slept
as cannons fired
and raised his chin
to be kissed

a touch
on the arm,
more beautiful than
I remembered

the girl twirling
downwards to rest
before disappearing,
leaving things behind

Like ghosts
we ran down the hill singing
and ran back to do it again.
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VALLEY
the stag stood sentinel,
pondering a quiet feast.
a prayer in itself:
the slip, whoosh, and whisper
as the ash falls past the grass
so it was her ghost, the grandmother dust
on my fingers
like the butterfly's wings
in the shadow of the church.

WATERFALL
at last we make our way to it,
a showering of light
dropping through pines
and splashing onto rocks.
a bridge, a promise of somewhere,
for the victory of dangling feet, we rest
in the middle, we are above the movement.
watch: around the bend, it continues after all.
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Fate
You spot it on the floor—
There it sits, lonely, abandoned,
In the musty corner of the kitchen
You thought you knew so well.
The cold tiles press against your
Feet, fueling your walk across
The floor, towards your destiny—
For what will it be? Cheddar, or brie?
You stoop down, feeling the weight
Of the world press heavily on
Your shoulders. You reach out,
Grasp the warm weight of the cheese
In your hands—and feel whole once again.
The warmth sweeps through the kitchen.
You breathe easily once again.
You've found the missing piece.

The Cheese
Like a goat, this cheese
Has bells that call it
To you. Smooth, like the
Smooth ER, it makes you
Feel whole again. It transports
You to a land with
No worries, only cheese:

Cheese, cheese, cheese.
Because what is life if not
Cheesy? What is one's heart
If not goaty? For what is MY soul
Without the transient feelings
Brought to me by a cheese—
A block, a slice, a crumble, a morsel of
Goodness.
Cheese.

When Cheddar Comes
The holes in the swiss,
Caverns in the sea—
Like a leaf, falling from a tree,
Your cheese, falls directly to
Me. But alas—Cheddar
Comes along, just as spring
Turns to summer. Its newer,
Brighter, flashier. But it's still
The same old cheese.

IMMA PALLIY
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My father lends his body to the earth: bends his spine over
and into lines of seeds, mixes his sweat with
mud, erodes
his palms into calluses. From the ground a sunset
blossoms—orange marigolds, yellow chrysanthemums, burning red hibiscus.
Before I was born,
he looked for my name in seed catalogs and his plant encyclopedia.
He studied botany in college: learned
the lateral root
from the primary root, cleaned glass terrariums in research labs;
and in the evenings he would make peyote milkshakes
and run into the forest, barefoot, pine
needles falling
into his hair. One dizzy night 1 came home and my dad led
me across the backyard, his LED flashlight bobbing over
the cabbage and the tomatoes until finally he pointed to a cannabis
plant, unmistakably
alive and green. " The end of art is peace / Could be
the motto of this frail device," my father recited as we crossed the open
field to the concert, a blunt pinched between his forefinger and thumb.
1 drove us home
and the whole evening smelled of spit, of ourselves
bubbling over into places we were not
meant to be. In my dreams
my father s body melts into my hands, drips across the linoleum
floor. I clean it up with a mop. But each July, I find myself staring at
white ceiling
tiles underneath a box fan, and he returns from
the hot afternoon sun, his cheeks rosy pink, and offers an outstretched
palm of raspberries, and in that moment there is only
their sweet, relieving taste.
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If I am to give myself to love, I demand
a softening of myself. Now I am Picasso's
geometric edge, de Kooning's dissembled
parts.
Sometimes, unable to stop, I watch my severed
hands dance epilepsy, frantic finds in the bottom
right for my left breast ripped, my kneecaps
rolled like dice, my teeth torn to some far corner,
my maddened heart nowhere on this canvas.
An ugly thing.
Lover, if you want me, touch me with Renoir's
stroke. Keep the blood under my skin, but raise it
warmly to the surface with your lips, your hands
holding mine still from trembling.
Don't drink from me dry, drunk.
Fill my cup; we may sip together.
Know my body whole, not by pieces for play,
but fleshy full and wanting you the same.
Teach me how to love an artist of an unknown
name.
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Millions of two white cloths are the only pieces separating skins from
skin.
One mustn't sense false containment while bodies press,
while stones are thrown at stone.
Collide!
Bruised devil retaliates against the masses:
"Throwers ot pebbles, stoning of the devil, Ramy al-Jamarat no more.
A game, a point system of faith? Just three days in and I'll kill a score!
Pilgrims of faith fingering flecks of what is my home, be my boulders."
700, wishing to let fly lucky sevens, now deceased and unidentified,
but perhaps by dead weight, height, and size,
those quantitative things that don't matter to a family's cries.
But such pride, to die, pierced by the fifth pillar of faith.
To intend a journey, to intend the end.
I'll ask the question: was there ever a difference?
Was there a difference for the Libyan man of 82 years who kissed his wife a real
goodbye and was one of the first to fall? Who shattered his teeth and broke his nose
upon the sacred ground? Who spoke his last prayer into the dust? Who choked on
his own blood before his lungs collapsed under the weight of brothers? Who died in
the arms of a Chinese man pressed atop him, surrounded by language supposed to
sound his own?
In Arabia, O holy home.
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Based on the true story: A quirky, zany, offbeat American girl
(who's not like other girls) is studying in Granada. When
she meets a green-eyed playwright/philosopher, she finds
romance hotter than the Spanish sun.
Starring: Elana Spivack, Fernando Garcia-Diaz, Hanna Bautz
Genres: TV Shows, Romantic, Funny, Dark, Spanish
40 m
Episode 1: Books on the Bus
Elana hits it off with a peculiar guy on the bus home from
University.1 After a communication mishap,2 she makes it her
mission to find him.
34 m
Episode 2: Magic in the Moonlight
Fernando unexpectedly invites Elana on an Easter adventure.
A friendly walk turns a little more than friendly/
36 m
Episode 3: Drinks at Dusk
Fernando takes Elana on a romp through the Albayzin. Activ
ities include watching the sunset, stargazing, and conversing
over wine.4
Episode 4: Bedroom Blues

1 [All

33 m

dialogue translated from Spanish] "I've never read that one, do
you like it?" she asks him, gesturing to the Dostoevsky book under his
arm.
2"Ready? My email is, s-p-i-v-a-c-k-e-(5)-k-e-n-y-o-n...dot com. Imme
diately after he gets off the bus, she realizes she meant to say "dot e-d-u.
'"It's two in the morning and I have class tomorrow. 1 really should get
home," she tells him.
*"1 just want to clarify, what are we doing exactly? she asks.
"Elana," he says, taking her hand. "I am Fernando, ^ou are Elana.
I'm a man. You're a woman. Why docs it have to be any more
com plicated than that?" He smiles. "Also, you should know, I'm
polyamorous."

Trouble strikes when Elana feels pressured to go to Fernan
do s apartment for the Erst time.5
Episode 5: Whining and Wining
35 m
Things have been going really well,6 except Fernando got
really angry when Elana was late to a date. But it's nothing a
bottle of wine can't fix.
Episode 6: Only an Onion
38 m
Fernando goes from dream boy to nightmare one night when
he verbally accosts Elana in his apartment over... an onion8?9
Episode 7: Frantic Phone Call
35 m
Elana gets tongue-tied when she tries to break up with Fer
nando over the phone.10
Episode 8: He Ain't Shit (Part 1)
42 m

" "He invited me to his place this weekend, Elana tells Hanna back at
their host-mother's apartment. "I don't think 1 want to go. I've only
known him for a week."
" You don't have to go, especially ifyour gut says not to," Hanna advises.
"But I don't know how to tell him no. What if he gets mad at me?
6 "Going to this place was actually a lot of fun," Elana tells Hanna.
"And he's a great person. He has so many books. And there's a bust of
Nietzsche in his bedroom, and a bust of Beethoven in his living room!
And he has a three-legged cat named...Lord Byron!"
Ten minutes? You're going to be ten minutes late? Elana...I'm
already on my way. What am I supposed to do, visit my parents? Why
didn't you figure this out earlier?
gThat's a lot of onion," he says.
"You said to cut the whole thing," she says.
".. .That's too much onion."
"Use half of it in the omelet and save the other half for later?"
He considers it, then dumps all the onion into the pan.
She shrugs. "Or don't—"
"I ANSWERED. YOUR QUESTION." He grabs her face and kiss
es her. His eyes are crazed. She starts to go faint, and realizes she's
alone with him in his apartment. She chugs water from the nearby
bottle, regains balance, and keeps quiet.
9 Also, he might be a drug dealer:

The lovebirds meet to try to salvage their relationship.11
Could this be it?12
44 m
Episode 9: He Ain't Shit (Part 2)
13
14
15
16
18
It's Elana's last day of' classes abroad,19 and she's
heading to a celebration with all her friends when she passes a
familiar, scruffy, dour face on the street20.21

"Adderall is way more addictive than cocaine. But not as addictive
as Valium. And heroin actually used to be legally sold by pharma
ceutical companies," he says. "And I have a friend, she can get us
some really great stuff for cheap," he tells Elana for the third time.
She wonders, yet again, how this playwright/philosopher can
afford his apartment—he's never mentioned a job.
10 You're breaking up with me because 1 yelled at you? You re kidding.
Fuck, I don't understand why you're making a big deal out of this. How
dare you accuse me of having a temper? You know, you re making me
feel like shit for this. You're being really inconsiderate."
11 "I felt really scared the other night," Elana tells him. "I know you
didn't mean it, but 1 also need to take care of myself. I'm alone in a
foreign country. I need to be careful."
"Your feelings are ridiculous and are not grounded in logic, he replies.
12 "I'd like to see you again," Elana says unsurely, "but I also need to feel
safe. Maybe... maybe we can see each other next week? Go for a walk?
He smiles. "Ok. I'll call you next week." He kisses her and smirks.
"One more, with a little more passion," he says, and leans in. She
kisses him harder. She walks home shrouded with regret.
13 He said he was going to call, she thinks.
14 When will he call?
151 don't think he's going to call.
16Oh my God. I was so stupid. I can't believe I was so stupid.
17 Did I mean anything to him? Maybe he 11 never call.
18 But, I'd never have to see him again, she realizes.
191 never have to see him again!
20 Is that...him?
21 "Hey! Ben! Hanna! Wait for me!" She catches up with her friends
and doesn't look back.
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I went fishing as a child only once. 1 was left alone on the dock
when a fish bit. It was a small fish. We were both terrified, the
fish and I, to be so naked there on that dock. We tried to forgive
each other for our nakedness. We tried to roll ourselves back into
the cool lake.
I became a fish. I became a wave. I fell wild into the ocean as my
mother did, as her mothers mother did. Our limbs batted against
the tides. I returned only for you, to toss your name into the
unscheduled hours of the moonlight.
I planted my feet firmly on your shore. You allowed it. I bathed in
salt for days. You allowed it. In you, I washed away the others
who had held my hand.
When we are together, we are often landlocked. I notice because
we are no more than one shallow breath passing back and forth.
So take me home. An ocean weed runs down our backs in the
darkness. Your skin feels different - this sand unlike the sand we
will make with our parents' ashes.

BOVDMI BIMTIIgVilMfO®IM
It should not have been physiologically possible for Mozart
to play the piano with such dexterity as he did
at the age of five.
His ligaments and bones should not have been sufficiently
developed
to reach multiple keys at once or in rapid succession.
But God looked at this science and laughed,
and Mozart not only played the piano,
but composed.

iMOLY WIRT
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For mom
Flag 1
In my town,
the flag always sits at half mast.
In my town,
She says, No. No way. I'm not climbing
all the way back up to the top
just to burn myself sliding down.
But baby, we've gotta smile.
Baby, wave back at me with
those frayed wisps. Wink
at me. Block out the
sun when you blow me a kiss.
I wanna hear you beat and crack
in the wind. Pour out the
stars onto dark blue.
Shine for me baby.
I'm sitting right where I belong.
And I ain't nobody's baby.

Flag 2
Driving to you:

through coal country:

the flag is at
half mast, again.

The poles slip behind me,
one and then
another. They go
quicker as 1 speed towards you.
What is it this time?

Certainly

not you.

America doesn't care about your faggy ass / the wild look in
your eyes / the tinyness of your wrists strapped to the bed /
the knots in your hair you cannot unpick without help from
the nurses / your tired eyes waiting for me to close them and
rock you to sleep

Flag 3
Watching the grainy
footage, I wonder if those
grown men would've paused
—maybe just a few seconds longer—
had that little boy draped himself
and his armed fist in our wonderful
stars and stripes.
Lift their fingers from the trigger
rather than punch a hole in such a
sacred square.

JAMEi WOJYAL
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Turning Nickel to Gold
Father Rock dismissed Mass. We were free to go in the
peace and love of Jesus Christ Amen—with a soft, smooth
"ah" sound. My sisters and I picked up our tiny Barbie purses,
ready to leave, when my mom darted over to the blonde chil
dren who sat three pews behind us every week. She wanted
to reward them for choosing good behavior over slamming
their hands against pews and screaming in the middle of the
homily. Hanging over her arm was a black bag, into which she
slipped her hand, only for it to emerge with two bright silver
quarters, twenty-five cents apiece, no big deal to me.
As she spoke, the blonde children were rapt, nodding their
heads, absorbing her every word like Father Rock savoring
the last drops of wine before replacing the goblets in the tab
ernacle. My mother sat face-to-face with the kids. Her long,
thick hair fell into her lap. While she spoke, the prayer candles
shadowed and highlighted her face, until a normal woman
was made ethereal. The kids held out their hands, cupped
tightly, as if the coin would slip through the cracks of their
fingers, as if something so potent couldn't be theirs, couldn't
even sit in their palms without evaporating into thin air, as if
my mother transformed the coins into gold simply by giving
them away and asking for nothing in return.
Clothing the Naked
After the cake and the singing of "Happy Birthday" to my
mother, my sisters and I were sent to bed. From my room I
could hear my aunt and mother whisper to each other. Ever
the nosy child, I descended the stairs by the front door to
eavesdrop. As I moved closer to the conversation, I ran my
hand along the pink walls, stained with crayon, evidence that
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this place housed children with patient parents. I sat on the
bottom step, just out of view. Let me treat you, this once, just
once, let me get you a real gift, begged my aunt, a red-haired
lady, a real firecracker according to my mother. The girls need
underwear, my mom said. There was silence. 1 imagined she
gave my aunt one of those looks she used to give me, the kind
that said, "there will be no further discussion."
I heard the couch cushions move and their feet shuffle. I
sprinted up the stairs, so my mom wouldn't know I snuck out
of my room. 1 kept running, as fast as I could, until I collapsed
in my bed, my heart trying to beat out of my chest, closing my
eyes just in case she followed me. If she checked I d appear to
be dreaming away, not worried about the parts of my life my
parents hid from me, my face smooth, round, unblemished. I
kept my position until 1 fell asleep, and when I woke up, pant
ies—elastic and cotton—covered in flowers, pink and holefree waited for me in my bottom dresser drawer. Her birthday
present had become mine, a simple, selfless conversion.
Stigmata
There is a picture where I, as a baby, took tufts of my moms
black mane in my little fists while she held me in her arms, my
pink-and-white striped onesie riding up my chubby thighs.
I tugged on that hair. I envied that hair. I wanted to grow my
hair as long as hers had been in the senior portraits I found
buried deep in her closet.
A series of events had led to this moment, standing in the
living room, taking my brother s clippers to her head. First
was the cancer, wiping out her ovaries. Then the chemo that
took all her energy. The metamorphosis stopped here, long
strands fallen all around her feet. She buzzed to the nape of
her neck.
In ten minutes, she transformed, leaving behind my mother
to become someone unrecognizable. Her hair was gone. She
donned the seal of sickness: bright, clean head exposed. Ihe
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red dots where she nicked herself with the clippers wouldn't
scab over. They wouldn't heal for the rest of her life. And no
matter how much I wanted to, I couldn't pick up the strands,
couldn't fashion a wig, couldn't cover up the cuts so no one
saw the signs of pain across the expanse of her scalp.
Turning Metal into Paper
My mother could still leave her bed then. We packed her
wheelchair in the car and with pockets full of quarters our
father drove us for a day trip to the Chuck E. Cheese's play
room. As we entered, I flipped her limp hand over so a worker
could stamp her with the same glow-in-the-dark number that
stained mine and my sister's wrists. This was her group. She
belonged with us.
My sisters ran off to shoot basketballs, play Skee-Ball, and
ride bumper cars. I turned to the one game I always played, a
Spongebob Squarepants coin drop game. My father sat with
our bags and food at a table, the lines pressed deep into his
forehead, sculpted like clay. 1 pushed my mother so the back
of her wheelchair lined up with the game. She was forty-two,
slumped in her chair like a crumpled napkin, a woman who
couldn't get around without the help of me, her seven-yearold daughter. I looked to the game and readied my first coin.
It was a basic coin drop game: a wheel with sections for dif
ferent amounts of tickets spun around, and the player tried to
land a coin on a valuable section. My mother watched me lose
and lose and lose again. She shifted her hips in her chair and
rested her shoulder against the base of the game. Then she
let the skin of her head touch the glass of the machine. There
were no sparks. There was no ta-da. But her wrinkled, paper
thin skin stuck to the game, and she looked at me. Go on, she
said looking even more tired than a moment before, try again.
I watched the wheel and slipped my token in. The coin stuck
the landing. I won seventy-five tickets. The chalky blue pieces
of paper jutted out of the machine and piled around my feet.
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I kept going. Kept winning. A hundred tickets seven separate
times.
I can say now it wasn't her skin against the glass that made
me win. But I like to still think it meant something. This was
the final trick, final miracle, enough tickets to get a stuffed
bear as big as my younger sister or twenty-seven packs of
Sour Patch Kids, not enough for anything of consequence,
just her last bit of magic, slipping out of her body, a gift to me.
Not enough to save anybody.

IBINTBUDI WISOMA
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Matters of the Heart Contest Winner
Science has yet to explain us. A conundrum of modern
science. How could the specific venous branching patterns of
both of our left hands be identical, identical, within 3 degrees
of angular variation? What are the odds that two distinct
individuals have such convergent similarity in a randomized,
non-genetic, specific, and original system arrangement? And
what's more, the pattern is in the shape of two distally advanc
ing Y's, the first and last letter of our shared last name! He
admits that this is true, that the physical patterns are similar. I
am obviously struck by the coincidence of this double-Y tree
perfusing the dorsal aspects of our quivering hands. He is not.
Our springy branches flow in congruent angles, but do not
intertwine. For the life of me, I cannot recall a single memory
of us holding hands. Not even while crossing the street or in a
crowd. There is no evidence in the yellowing photo albums.
Not even in the box of miscellaneous late 90 s/early 2000's
Walgreens prints that didn't make the cut. I checked. Multiple
times. I cannot conceive in my memory or imagination what
his hand would feel like in mine. Or around my shoulder.
Or ruffling my hair. Would it feel soft? His hands look like
they would be soft. His skin is paper thin and spotted like he
spilled coffee on it and crumpled it up in his fists for 68 years.
The kind of crumpled paper that is so worn, it feels like cloth.
Despite this, my father has impeccable hand veins. You
could hit an IV in there with a dart from across the room, no
tourniquet. He has these giant gated-Y pipelines, superficial
and springy. The tremors really make them pop. They make
mine pop too, but I am not at his level, yet. He has thirty
years on me in their progression. I have little, baby lowercase
y's. He won't let me practice IVs on him though. "Come on, I
won't bleed you out. Just let me get in there." "No." "Okay."
His coolness is palpable even when 1 am away in school.
I was washing my hands this morning. Lathered up. Rinsed
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off. Looked up. 395 miles away, and I caught a glimpse of my
father in the mirror. He had curly brown hair down to the
waist. His figure was of a 20-year-old woman. His wrinkles
were gone. His eyes were green instead of Ukrainian blue. But
he was standing crookedly, hand shaking, jaw shaking, neck
shaking, leg shaking, just like always. Since he was 38. Since
before I was even born. I reached my tremoring hand out
and touched the cold mirror between us. He was right there,
standing right there in front of me, but I couldn't touch him.
Just cold glass.
Modern science doesn't really understand early onset
Parkinsons Disease. They are pretty sure it is genetic, but
sometimes it isn't. Sometimes its from heavy metal exposure.
Sometimes it's from repeated sustained head trauma. Not
necessarily a Louisville Slugger to the occiput, cerebrospinal
fluid leaking out the ears forming a halo around drops of
blood it is too light to mix with. The two are right there next
to each other, made from the same DNA, but they cannot
touch. No. More like Muhammad Ali.
I wanted to reach out and take his quivering hand in mine,
and for us to say, "It's okay. I love you." But I don t know how
he would pronounce love in his thick Brooklyn accent. 1 have
never heard him say that word.

YABK0MY
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They fill my head until it brims with thoughts,
and in my own Charybdis, I am caught.
1 sink to meet the tiled floor, limp limbed,
and drowned I am by pomp and by trim.
Swollen with water. End by subtlety.
Backs greet the shimmer of my bubbly
final breath as it is bestrewn by locks
of hair, copper, rusted, dancing. Ruth mocked.
As the mint green of my eyes bleeds into
the chlorine-adulterated solute,
the vastness dilutes their prize: brilliance,
and my body is steeped in silence.
The fat melts away. It, emulsified,
patterns the waked surface like calcite.
And they say I have never looked more beautiful.

AMPISIA VAKINDIN1Y
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Forgive me for I
Have mistaken you for
A Rabbit
In a forest full of
Rabbits.
But I break these trees like
Tawny, speckled
Eggshell on a sidewalk
The same hue
And whisk you
An omelet.
Though the sun climbs
Them, kudzu vine,
And Sycamore
Violent,
Deciduous angles cradle
Them golden;
You green. You
Nurture hunger
Pangs like they
Your kin.
Breezefolding
Between wild-onion-smell
And yourself:
Ohio eastbound
Velvet Red
Deceiver.

JONAH EITMLU
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Vteir windows' smashed
Contents including:
Zayda tried out
For the Pittsburgh Pirates,
Then
Owned a deli in Philadelphia.
Because he was skinny.
(Andjew-y).
He hangs
His old jersey in my
Closet. Asks,
How's baseball? Slugger,
Though I am afraid
Of the ball Though
I could throw it so
Hard against the backstop
That it would roll sixty years
(And six inches) back
To my feet.
Unwrapping his glove,
I find,
Old leather smellsJew-y.
Sixty years of childhood
Needled
On his back
And wrinkled at the bottom of my closet.

J©INAH 1ITILLI

And in the shed,
Hillerich's Louisville splintered
Into
V'ahav'ta,
Into
V'shinan'tam I'vanekha.
Honeyed apple
HOW'S BASEBALL
Wrinkled rotten.
HOW'S BASEBAL
Aphasia swung in
The space between memory and
HOW'S BASEB
The physical: Autonomic dysfunction,
Transient and unexplained, with his third
Home run of the season.
HOW'S BASE
(Slugger,)
Please just answer Please be
A mensch—
HOW'S BAS
Though I am afraid of Though
I am Not Slugger Though
Zoetic—
HOW'S BA
He is not—
Though I could throw Remembrance
So hard that
HOW'S
"I can still smell the old leather,
(Wrinkled, rotten, Jew-y),
"Zay."
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